StarSpec Technologies
Focus on Science!
StarSpec Technologies

Point and Stare
Our 2 and 3 axis rigid gondolas provide
arcminute stability for long duration,
uninterrupted integrations.
Incorporating our fast-feedback focal
plane stabilizer reduces the jitter to the
sub-arcsecond level at your detector!
Instrument
stability

The StarSpec Advantage:

0.3 “ rms

Focal Plane
stability

0.04” - 0.1” rms

Single Exposure
duration

30 - 90 minutes

Design Studies and Proposal
Support

Romualdez et
al, 2020

We believe that collaboration is key to any successful program. StarSpec will
work with you from the proposal stage through mission completion to help
ensure mission success.
StarSpec lowers the barrier to entry for up and coming researchers and new
entries into scientific ballooning. We know the challenges and pitfalls that beset
upon the best intentioned balloon experimenters. With StarSpec on board you
can rest assured that the gondola performs as expected and launch provider
integration goes smoothly.
Engage StarSpec to focus on the science!

Proposing for a grant?
StarSpec can provide the spectrum of supporting
documentation from ROM estimates, to design
studies.
Engage StarSpec for your proposal and we will help
you identify the core technical challenges and
provide a preliminary gondola design and technical
report to support your proposal.
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Custom Gondolas made to order
1

Our lightweight composite Spinning and
Scanning Gondolas enable you to
maximize the science instrument
capabilities.
Big Instruments, big Science.
Our Spinning and Scanning gondolas can
carry up to 1360 kg and accommodate
greater than 2m diameter instruments!
Pointing
reconstruction

0.1” (post-flight)

Scanning Rate

Up to 3 °/s

High Torque AZ
and Pitch motors

Up to 40 Nm

StarSpec in Space
StarSpec is taking ballooning to space with our modularized small sat busses up to
600 kg total mass!
We’re adapting our ballooning techniques for space to bring rapidly deployable
busses to the research community.
Contact us for more information! info@starspec.tech

StarSpec appreciates that most science instruments are unique. Let us
adapt our wide range of gondola designs and flight proven technologies to
find a unique solution for your project.
StarSpec understands that balloon projects evolve over time. We will be
there every step of the way; from proposal to recovery to ensure our
design meets your requirements and works as needed, when needed.

